Latch Base-Front View

Materials:
- Zamak-3
- Chrome

Dimensions:
- 2.000 x 1.400
- 2.000 x 1.650
- 1.400 x 0.400
- 0.875 x 1.000
- 3.000 x 2.125

Tolerances:
- Corner break (external) (debur)............................................. .002 TO .020R (OR EQUIVALENT)
- Fillet radius (internal)......................................................... .002 TO .020R
- General finish................................................................. 63 MAX
- Thread chamfer (CSK)......................................................... 1 TO 1 1/2 THREADS DEEP
- Surface intersections......................................................... .010 MAX
- Holes and features to be on the "0.010 MAX"

Remarks:
- Nam: Refrigerator Raiders
- Vinnie: 12/5/05
- Created: Vinnie: 12/20/05
- Printed: 12/30/05

Angle:
- 1/2

Scale:
- 1:1

Requirements for finished part unless otherwise specified:
- Tolerances shown are in inches unless otherwise specified.
- All dimensions are in inches unless otherwise specified.
- Fractional tolerances are 1/64.
- Corners are deburred to .002 to .020R (or equivalent).
- Fillet radii (internal) are deburred to .002 to .020R.
- General finish is 63 MAX.
- Thread Chamfer (CSK) is 1 to 1 1/2 threads deep.
- Surface intersections are .010 MAX.
- Holes and features are on the "0.010 MAX".
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